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Yes, humans (and all species) are still evolving. All that's required for
evolution to operate is 1) genetic variation and 2) selection. The human
species has plenty of genetic variation. Think of how different people are in
appearance; this is just a small fraction of the variation at the molecular level.
There are about 10 million base pairs of genetic code that differ among
humans. Moreover, new variation is added each generation in the form of
mutations.

Ten million differences constitute plenty of variation for selection to work with.
Some of these differences have a negative impact on fitness and cause
genetic diseases. Versions of genes (alleles) that cause their carriers to be less
likely to leave offspring are made less numerous every generation by
selection. Other differences have a positive impact on fitness, and such alleles
become more numerous every generation because of selection until they are
essentially the only allele present (a process called fixation).

Why haven't all the bad mutations been eliminated and the good ones fixed by
now? The main reasons are that new bad mutations are added to the gene
pool every generation and that fitness is a relative term that changes as the
environment does. Thus, the “best” version of a gene may be different now
from what it was 100,000 years ago or will be 50 years in the future, or it may
even differ depending on where an individual lives.

An interesting example of recent human evolution is adult lactose tolerance.
Humans, like most other mammals, originally only consumed milk early in life.
In other words, adults were lactose intolerant and would have become sick if
they consumed dairy products. The advent of dairy farming among many
Europeans, some Africans, and some tribes from northern India and Pakistan
drove selection for alleles that express the enzyme that digests lactose
throughout life among these populations but not in those where dairy products
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were not available. The additional calories and nutrition provided by dairy
products would have provided quite a strong advantage.

Recently, geneticists examined the sequence of the gene for that enzyme and
found more of the recently evolved alleles (those associated with adult lactose
tolerance) and less of the original alleles (associated with lactose intolerance)
in populations descended from early dairy producers, a distribution indicative
of recent, strong positive selection. Of course, biotechnology has now provided
digestive aids for people who are lactose intolerant and calories are plentiful
(at least in the developed world), so the selection for adult lactose tolerance
may be coming to an end.

Geneticists use many statistical tests for positive selection (some quite
complicated), but they are basically doing the same thing that's been done for
lactose intolerance: looking for new alleles that have become more frequent in
a population at the expense of earlier alleles. The complete sequencing of the
human genome and a new detailed catalog of human diversity called the
HapMap have provided powerful tools for geneticists to use in searching for
the signatures of selection and to associate specific alleles with specific traits.
Using these tools and genetic principles, recent or ongoing positive selection in
humans has been detected in genes associated with speech, brain function,
skin color, and disease resistance. There are too many examples to talk about
in detail, and the list will continue to grow as future scientists (perhaps you!)
make use of these powerful new tools and the new wealth of data.

Although the future environment humans will face is difficult to predict,
disease caused by pathogens will continue to play a major role for the
foreseeable future. This is especially evident in the developing world, where
treatment is often unaffordable or not well implemented.

Some populations (Europeans and some northern Asians) have a rare allele
that confers resistance to HIV infection. The effect of this is fairly slight now
because the allele is essentially absent in the populations with the highest
HIV-infection rate (notably, in Africa). However, if the HIV/AIDS epidemic
becomes more severe in places with substantial European populations or if the
allele is introduced to populations struggling with the epidemic or new similar
mutations arise, humans could begin to evolve some resistance to HIV. Of
course, this would be a long and tragic process with millions of deaths, and
HIV itself would also be evolving to evade our resistance.

Past diseases have followed a similar path. For example, humanity's ongoing
struggle with malaria, with about 500 million people infected worldwide, has
led to the evolution of disease resistance using at least half a dozen genes,
many of which have strong signatures of positive selection in populations with
a history of malaria.

Are we interfering with evolution when we treat disease by preventing it from
selecting for disease-resistant alleles? Sort of, but what we have really done is
change the selection regime to which the species is exposed. From the
perspective of selection, a disease is no longer a disease if it is completely
treated. Of course, if a treatment is not perfect or everyone does not receive
it, the selection is just weaker or varies by geography. Even if we have the
science and technology to fight a disease, implementing the treatment broadly
can prove a much tougher task because it also requires effective economic
and political implementation. For example, malaria has been basically
eradicated from the southern United States and Singapore, partially because
the efforts were well funded and persistent. Similar programs in other places
have been less effective.

Natural selection also keeps the frequencies of alleles that cause genetic
diseases at a low equilibrium frequency such that new disease alleles are
created by mutation at the same rate they are eliminated by selection. The
equilibrium frequency is partly determined by how much it harms fitness, with
more-severe fitness effects being kept at lower frequencies. Thus, one might
argue that we are interfering with this function of selection by treating people
with genetic diseases and increasing their prevalence in the future.

It is important to stress that any increases in disease frequency due to
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improved treatment would take several generations to become appreciable,
plenty of time for the costs of treatment to drop to the point where they are
easily borne. The most insidious case would be one where a disease was
completely treatable in that it had no fitness cost but still lowered the quality
of life substantially. Even here, treatments that improve quality of life would
likely be developed. Much like the issue of disease caused by pathogens,
treatment would still be unavailable to much of the world's population, so
selection would likely just be weaker or regional.

The impact of human actions on selection poses some moral questions that
are outside the scope of science, although science can certainly help people
understand the consequences of their decisions. I think most people would
make a moral choice to treat the suffering, even if we are aware that it
changes the selection regime and may require greater innovation and
improved treatments in the future. It might be a utopian dream to live in a
world free of disease, hunger, and death, but as long as some people leave
more offspring than others for any reason that's influenced by genetics, there
will be human evolution.
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